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QUESTION 1

When analyzing the SAP ECC order report for a planned order for a finished product, you discover that one of the
assemblies will not be available in time for the scheduled final assembly because of automatic forward scheduling. 

Which planning procedure do you use to create a feasible production plan from a requirements planning perspective? 

A. Total planning online 

B. Multi-level single-item planning with the "display material list" option 

C. Interactive single-item planning for the delayed assembly 

D. Multi-level single-item planning with the "simulation mode" option 

Correct Answer: D 

 

 

QUESTION 2

You want to use the different options for planning in SAP ECC. What is the correct sequence of the planning
procedures? 

A. Sales and operations planning -> Demand management -> Long-term planning -> Material requirements planning ->
Capacity planning 

B. Demand management -> Sales and operations planning -> Capacity planning -> Long- term planning > Material
requirements planning 

C. Material requirements planning -> Demand management -> Sales and operations planning -> Longterm planning ->
Capacity planning 

D. Long-term planning -> Sales and operations planning -> Demand management -> Material requirements planning ->
Capacity planning 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

Which of the following master data is necessary for the creation of material reservations for production orders? 

A. Material master records 

B. Production/resource tools 

C. Routings 

D. Production versions 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

Which of the following requirements for a manufacturing plant can be supported by using process manufacturing?
(Choose three.) 

A. Master recipe-based manufacturing. 

B. Material requirements planning for production resources. 

C. Manufacturing without orders. 

D. Variable calculation of material quantities (product output, material usage). 

E. Manufacturing in charge quantities. 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 5

After a material has been included in a NETCH material requirements planning run you change its BOM (bill of
materials). 

Which of the following planning file entries for this material are set by the system? 

A. The BOM explosion and the NETPL planning indicator 

B. The BOM explosion indicator 

C. The BOM explosion, the NETCH, and the NETPL planning indicators 

D. The NETCH and NETPL planning indicators 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 6

A material was planned in the context of SAP ECC material requirements planning. The MRP controller subsequently
processed the material by manually converting a specific planned order into a production order. The MRP controller now
accesses the current stock/requirements list and the MRP list for this material and compares these two lists. 

What do you have to consider for the two lists at this stage? (Choose two) 

A. The stock/requirements list was updated the moment it was accessed. 

B. The MRP list displays the production order. 

C. The MRP list has the status "processed". 
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D. The stock/requirements list displays the production order. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 7

Which of the following statements about the SAP Solution Manager listed is correct? 

A. Solution Manager is part of the SAP ECC System. 

B. Solution Manager is an add-on industry solution. 

C. Solution Manager is a stand-alone system that communicates with other systems in a system landscape. 

D. Solution Manager is a satellite system in a system landscape. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 8

Which property applies for consumption with planning strategy 40 (planning with final assembly)? 

A. Consumption can result in subsequent adjustments of planned receipts. 

B. Consumption can reduce the originally planned production quantity. 

C. Consumption takes place with the planning material. 

D. Consumption creates a static and binding assignment between the planned independent requirements and the
customer requirements for the entire procurement process. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 9

The availability check during production order creation should use a different scope of check than during order release. 

How can you fulfill this requirement? 

A. Maintain appropriate checking rules in checking control for order creation and order release. 

B. Maintain appropriate availability checking rules in the order type-dependent parameters. 

C. Maintain an appropriate availability checking group in the material master. 

D. Maintain appropriate availability checking rules in the production scheduling profile. 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 10

In which of the following objects can you activate back flushing for production orders? (Choose three) 

A. Work center 

B. Routing 

C. Material master (finished product) 

D. Material master (component) 

E. Production scheduling profile 

Correct Answer: ABD 

 

QUESTION 11

You use a planning time fence and fixing type 1. You receive a customer order with a material availability date within the
planning time fence. 

What do you have to consider in this scenario? 

A. Requirements planning considers only changes that are relevant for scheduling within the planning time fence. 

B. Planned orders are created within the planning time fence and automatically firmed by requirements planning. 

C. The MRP controller cannot create planned orders within the planning time fence. 

D. Planned orders that are created by requirements planning are shifted to the end of the planning time fence. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to enhance the system statuses of a production order with user statuses. 

How do you do this? 

A. Define the user statuses in the order type-dependent parameters. 

B. Define a status profile in Customizing and assign it to the production scheduling profile. 

C. Define a status profile in Customizing and assign it to the order type. 

D. Define the user statuses in the Customizing table of the system statuses. 

Correct Answer: C 
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QUESTION 13

Which of the following properties applies to multi-site planning in SAP ECC? 

A. When using one-step stock transfer posting, transfer stock is created in the receiving plant. 

B. Multi-site planning can be activated using the corresponding planning strategy. 

C. Both withdrawal from an alternative plant and stock transfer from another plant are defined via special procurement
keys. 

D. The use of "scope of planning" is always mandatory for multi-site planning. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

 

QUESTION 14

What is SAP Solution Manager? 

A. A transaction in the SAP ECC system 

B. A standalone system that communicates with other systems in a system landscape 

C. An add-on industry solution 

D. A managed system in a system landscape 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 15

What data can be posted directly via the Plant Data Collection (PP-PDC) interface? 

A. Goods receipts 

B. Maintenance notifications 

C. Confirmations 

D. Goods issues 

Correct Answer: C 
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